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** 

Jeff Higley went on a trip to Mongolia in search of the mythical 'Sound Mountain'. He didn't find 

the mountain, but instead he discovered the age-old connection between the landscape and the 

music and song it inspires in its people. 

 

I am squatting by a fifth century stone circle grave, by a dusty road in Zavhan Aimag in Mongolia. 

The posture is one I have been practising, used all over the world, feet flat on the ground. I feel the 

shift in my body, the pelvis opening, the spine taking a different alignment. Becoming more of a 

creature, feeling the land coming up into me through the soles of my boots. A few feet away is one 

of my travelling companions; we exchange a look which is one of a sudden impersonal awareness. 

In talking later we discover that it was the sudden awareness of being in the landscape, wordless, 

silent, beginning to listen to the multitude of voices. The Russian jeep we travel in insulates us from 

the landscape while also revealing it to us in a pictorial way, as we trail our long plume of dust over 

what will amount to nearly 3000 kilometres. Outside, static, with the engine turned off, we are 

suddenly aware of what initially seems to be an almost overwhelming silence. 

 

The sense of opposite and complimentary elements pervades the whole of my experience of the 

Mongolian landscape and being. 

 

As our bodies begin to soften into the silence, so an awareness of stone, light and earth rises 

around us and we begin to settle into it; opening to the landscape to receive whatever we are able to. 

Squatting there, a fixed dot in the vast 360 degree circle of the horizon, still, like the pebble under 
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my heel or the tomb rocks against my back, there comes an awareness of the elements of the 

landscape, the intense blue sky and the endless flow of earth and stone below. The sense of opposite 

and complimentary elements or forces pervades the whole of my experience of the Mongolian 

landscape and being. The white spots of the gers,
1
 first visible from the descending aircraft we 

arrived in, rest still and contained. Glimpsed from a distance as we travel in our jeep they act as a 

focus for the boundaryless immensity of earth and sky, bringing the sense of human presence. Yet 

this focus contains a paradox, at once fixed and transient. Each ger exists both as a central human 

focus and as a bundle of moving components, a potential, remade after every journey, a dissolving 

constant This constant is both immediately present in the lives of Mongolians and links them back 

into their past the structure, form and layout of the gers unchanged for centuries. A mobile form of 

wood and felt organically connected to the landscape and the herds roaming it, focussed by the 

element of fire at the centre. The fire is fed by dung and the first slice of fat goes back into the fire, 

completing the circle.  

 

This sense of time and the timeless, the cyclic lifestyle of the nomads, place the traveller 

into an almost mythic dimension. We have welcomed this sense of quest and journey in our 

endeavours to explore the relationship between this landscape, lifestyle and the nature of the music 

played and sung that we encounter. We are travelling to meet the Khoomii singers who were the 

teachers of one of our number, Michael Ormiston, in his past journeys in Mongolia.
2
 This stop by 

the roadside is one of countless moments of encounter with the land we are crossing from east to 

west. It is from the experience of travelling, the constant awareness of this vast empty land 

punctuated by gers, settlements and newly built Buddhist temples that our understanding of 

Khoomii is developed. 

 

...when questioned about the meaning of Khoomii and its origins we are told that it is the voice of 

the landscape. 

 

The relationship between Khoomii singers and the natural world is well attested to; over and 

over-when we ask questions about the meaning of Khoomii and its origins we are told that it is the 

voice of the landscape. This is obviously true in the sense that birdsong, animal sound and gait, 

wind and water, are all reflected mimetically in the vocal and instrumental music. However various 

                                                 
1
 In Mongolian a ger means a yurt. 

2
 A Mpeg file of Khoomii singing is available to hear for free in the May 2013 issue of The Eurasia Studies Society 

Journal. 
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moments lead to a deeper awareness of the links. The experiences of stepping from the warmth and 

flickering candlelight of a ger into the cool immensity of a night sky strewn with star pattern on 

endless star pattern; the throaty, broken praise songs to mountains and lakes, toasts drunk to the vast 

blue sky, later glimpsed through the ger roof wheel upon the first opening of one's eyes to the 

morning; all this and more lead back to the two great constants of this landscape, blue heaven and 

earth. 

Mongolian khoomii singer – Batterjoe by the Buyant River in Khovd Province, West 

Mongolia. 
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When listening to Ganbold or Gereltsogt his brother in Ulaanbaatar, sitting with Tserendaava 

singing in his ger or smoking a pipe with an old singer herdsman whose voice is reduced to a 

guttural croak, there is the presence of an elemental energy. It seems to me that the Khoomii singers 

attempt to unite these two energies of earth and sky within themselves. Taking the energy of their 

landscape into themselves they utter forth the twin sounds simultaneously, the deep gutturals of 

khargiraa and the piercing harmonics celebrating the unity of the Mongols with their landscape. 

 

There is an impersonal, archaic quality which infuses the vocal texture, speaking of the 

timeless cycles and their relationship to the natural world and its energies. The manifestations of 

this quality that we encountered on our journey were all marked by the individual human qualities 

of the singers and their particular, different energies, but above and beyond that was their striving 

through technique, training and heart to merge themselves for a moment with the transcendent 

forces of their land. 

 

We came to Mongolia to search for a mythic mountain, Sound Mountain. We didn't find an 

actual place on the map, but as we travelled, stopping to play, sing and listen in city apartments and 

rural gers, it became apparent that rather than finding a mountain of sound we were building one, 

not just in the recordings made by musicologist Peter Marsh or the notations made by singer 

Nathalie Jendly, but in the constant absorption of our encounters with people and landscape. 

Qualities of light and space, rock and silence, hour after shuddering hour of bouncing along rutted 

tracks, the explosive, calligraphic eruptions of birds in front and about us, incidents like the one 

where an old man wandered into our roadside restaurant and turned out to be a great epic singer, all 

this combined to locate our mountain in inner space. 

 

Such journeys in landscapes like these teach us something of our smallness set against vast 

and impersonal forces and yet it is through such encounters and our attempts to translate them into 

words or music that we become released fully into ourselves. As in a moment by a roadside when 

time and motion seemed suspended and the voice of the land spoke. 

 


